Summary

Creator: Maurokordatos, Alexandros, 1791-1865

Title: Alexandros Maurokordatos manuscript material

Date: 1825

Abstract: Alexandros Maurokordatos, Greek statesman. To Count Pietro Gamba, Italian nobleman : 1 letter signed : 14/16 Jul 1825 : (B'ANA 0346) : from Naples de Romanie : in French, body in a scribal hand; agreeing in the name of the Greek government to the conditions specified by Gamba in his letter regarding the English loan to the Greeks (see B'ANA 0345).

Access: Restricted access.

Preferred citation: Alexandros Maurokordatos manuscript material : 1 item, Carl H. Pforzheimer Collection of Shelley and His Circle, The New York Public Library

Creator History

Alexandros Maurokordatos, Greek statesman.

Scope and Content Note

To Count Pietro Gamba, Italian nobleman : 1 letter signed : 14/16 Jul 1825 : (B'ANA 0346) : from Naples de Romanie : in French, body in a scribal hand; agreeing in the name of the Greek government to the conditions specified by Gamba in his letter regarding the English loan to the Greeks (see B'ANA 0345).
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